








Preface: These narratives are almost similar for all general chemistry courses. Therefore we share the 

narratives for these courses. 

Explain what students are going to do to develop the critical skills (selected above) and how you will assess their 

learning? 

Communication. Genre and Medium Awareness, Application and Versatility; Strategies for Understanding and 

Evaluating Messages; and Evaluation and Production of Arguments. 

N/A 

Critical Thinking. Problem Setting; Evidence Acquisition; Evidence Evaluation; and Reasoning/Conclusion 

Chemistry is the study of the invisible world. Students need to integrate theories and scientific models of the unseen 

to explain/predict the seen. This entails recognizing the particular constraints of the phenomena, knowing what 

works best within the constraints and identifying the molecular features that would finally provide the observed 

behavior. The concept of intermolecular forces relating solubility of substances is at the heart of daily occurrences in 

human life. For example; the need to drink milk to cool a hot chile at mouth to making industrial waste less polluting, 

solubility considerations are a huge part of their understanding. Given a solubility problem, students need to discern 

the type of solvent present, know the structural features a solute requires in order to interact appropriately and 

identify possible solutes that have these features given only a chemical formula. 

Problem setting: Identifying a macroscopic phenomenon that they would like to understand and explain the 

underlying principle 

Evidence Acquisition: Recognize appropriate physical and chemical properties being used to achieve phenomenon. 

Acquire data from various sources that could link the property behaviors to specific molecular structure. 

Evidence Evaluation: Evaluate the sources of data for reliability and accuracy. From the approved data, ascertain 

which molecular features will produce the physical and chemical properties. 

Reasoning/Conclusion: Students can provide a credible explanation for the macroscopic phenomenon. 

Quantitative Reasoning. Communication/Representation of Quantitative Information; Analysis of Quantitative 

Arguments; and Application of Quantitative Models 

Natural laws are often communicated both in words and in a mathematical, symbolic language. For that matter, 

even quantities as mundane as concentration units can have their definitions expressed mathematically. Students 

are required to know these concepts or definitions, in both languages. Equations are not provided to them for 

exams because they are "definitions in symbolic form". Additionally, interpreting graphical representations of 

these laws are also required. As such, the first skill, Communication/Representation of Quantitative Information, is 

amply achieved. 

As far as the second skill, Analysis of Quantitative Arguments, our students in the laboratory setting are often 

asked to compile class data. Whether it is to see a common measurement or to provide data for complementary 

measurements, they need to analyze not only their own measurements but put it in the context of other groups. 

Through these, the statistical ideas of outlying data, random errors and systematic errors can be observed. 

The Application of Quantitative Models is perhaps the most easily identifiable skill. 

Limiting reagent problems model real world situations. Knowledge of the amount of substances produced and left 

over factor directly in waste production in industry. Bohr Model simplistic but useful, Ideal gas model, kinetic 

molecular theory and Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of speeds/energy for a given temperature used to model 



vapor pressure, acid/base chemistry needs to apply the appropriate quantitative model (complete reaction vs 

equilibrium) depending on if strong or weak systems are involved, 

Personal & Social Responsibility. lntercultural reasoning and intercultural competence; Sustainability and the 

natural and human worlds; Ethical reasoning; Collaboration skills, teamwork and value systems; and Civic discourse, 

civic knowledge and engagement - local and global 

Sustainability and the natural and human worlds: Students explain the impact our actions on the sustainability of 

the natural and human worlds 

Often, the impact of climate change is observed and discussed in the media. Having an informed society is 

imperative to our ability to adapt and respond to these observations. The scientific method is a natural way to 

explore and acquire knowledge. By giving our students an appreciation for the scientific method, we are providing 

them tools to use to be able to "explain the impact our actions have on the sustainability of the natural and human 

worlds." 

In a more hands-on approach to addressing the relationship between actions and possible impact, laboratory 

exercises train students with proper manipulation of chemicals with the end of achieving personal safety and 

proper containment of waste. 

Collaboration skills, teamwork and value system: Collaborative skills: As a group member, students demonstrate 

shared ethical obligations and intercultural sensitivity 

Chemical advances cannot happen without the collaborative effort of scientists all over the world. Students have a 

mirrored experience in the laboratory through their group work and class compilations of collected data. They are 

also exposed to the ethical obligation of keeping a proper lab notebook and the importance of recording mistakes 

as well as successes. The explanation of sources of error is a powerful tool for the student's growth in chemical 

understanding and ethical obligations. 

Information & Digital Literacy. Authority and Value of Information; Digital Literacy; Information Structure; and 

Research as Inquiry 

N/A 

E. Supporting Documents

D Sample Course Rubric Attached (recommended) X Sample Assessment Attached (required) 
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